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Glass enamelled
steel baths,
award winning
designs, and
options of more
than a thousand
enamel colours,
panel systems,
and a range of
accessories and
upgrades.

profilo

Guaranteed for thirty years, the titanium based steel baths of Collection No. 228
are of wholly sustainable production with the highest quality and most hygienic
finish. Providing the durability, feel and heat conductivity of cast iron without
the cumbersome weight, costly at the job site and in the more far reaching impact
of emissions on the environment; the No. 228 product is remarkable for ease of
handling and enduring quality.

The collection includes styles classic and modern, in an extensive array of shapes
and configurations. The range has received numerous awards for innovative design in
both aesthetics and function. The collection is diverse in features such as the
unique upstand technique which eliminates the need for silicone with a seamless
integration into a tiled wall; height adjustable leveling cradle support system for
ease of installation; fully integrated enamelled steel panels as well as optional
glass, steel, and aluminum surrounds; invisible overflows and whirlpool systems
including options such as combination air and water whirl jets and LED-lighting.

For residential and hospitality environments, spaces large and small, universal
design requirements and green construction, Collection No. 228 provides the product
solution.

Please see the following pages for further product information, and refer to
specific technical documents for products and options when ordering.
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ENDURING BEAUTY

In mind of the future, the enamelled steel baths and trays of Collection No. 227 and 

Collection No. 228 are manufactured exclusively from the naturally based raw 

materials of steel, real glass and water that are available on our planet in almost 

inexhaustible quantities. Enamelled steel baths and trays are therefore 100% 

recyclable. Ultra-modern production processes enable the enamelled steel material to 

be transformed into an extremely durable, robust, long-lasting and recyclable product 

whose surface can only be destroyed by brute force.

Important features:

• Extremely sturdy thanks to the use of titanium steel

• High impact strength and toughness

• Much more durable than iron, marble or plastic/acrylic

• Long life-span with a 30 year guarantee

• Skin friendly and heat retaining material

• Colour stable and non-fading even when subjected to UV rays

• Resistant even to aggressive fluids and scouring agents

• Inorganic scratch resistant surface resistant to bacteria

• Unique sparkling GLAZE & GLAZEPLUS® surface

Enamel baths — the true warmth becomes apparent when bathing. In its dry state, 

enamel sometimes gives a somewhat "cooler" impression than acrylic at first touch — 

but what matters is heat conductivity in actual use. Having filled an enamelled steel 

bath with water, the excellent heat conductive properties of steel are enacted; even 

as time elapses while bathing, the temperature reached by the enamelled steel adds 

warmth to the slowly cooling water. The heat conducts through surfaces above the 

water level, transmitting warmth where it's needed around the neck area, and flanges 

used for armrests.



SKIN IS NOT JUST SKIN.

ENAMEL IS NOT JUST ENAMEL.

Beauty begins on the surface to the eye and to the touch. The GLAZE & GLAZEPLUS® enamel 

technology ensures superior colour brilliance as well as a visually smooth and easy-care surface. 

Thanks to a unique wet-in wet process, Collection No. 227 and Collection No. 228 boast the best 

and most attractive enamel surface, manufactured utilising ultramodern methods. The  process 

makes for a surface particularly homogenous, ensuring easy cleaning, hygienic use and lasting 

durability.

The additional refinement of the existing and tried and tested enamel GLAZE surface, GLAZEPLUS® 

repels dirt and makes cleaning easier; the unmatched beauty of the enamel surface is extended. 

The crystal clear polymer film protects the bath surface from dirt and limescale by means of its 

water-resistant effect. Water drops drain off and limescale has no chance to deposit; the 

GLAZEPLUS® coating thus provides enduring protection against dirt and limescale deposits.

• Easy to clean: a soft, wet cloth is enough

• Longer intervals between cleaning

• No environmentally damaging cleaning materials required

• Environmentally friendly GLAZEPLUS®

The secret: The more thin, the more stable.

The enamel coating applied to the steel body is a type of glass. The thinner the glass, the more 

stable it becomes. While a glass rod easily breaks, a thin glass fibre (fibre glass) can be bent 

to the extreme. Five years of development has resulted in an exclusive process that achieves a 

maximum level of quality with a minimum level of glaze — which means no scratches, no chipping 

and no problems with strong cleaning products or other aggressive agents; a stable yet fine 

coating with a special sparkle, quality and beauty.



BEAUTY TAKES MANY FORMS.

The award winning, inspired and innovative designs of Collection No. 227 and Collection No. 228 

include over 500 baths and shower trays in an array of styles, shapes and configurations — oval, 

circular, corner, large, small, built-in or freestanding, classic or modern — for  accommodating 

every project, meeting a wide range of tastes and requirements. An extensive palette expands the 

design options, with over 1,000 colours available, from white to moss green or Bali brown, 

whether colour matching or selecting a unique shade.

A modern and individually controlled production process enables the manufacture of practically 

any shape and colour of bath or tray. The result: made-to-order items in accordance with 

personal requirements do not pose a problem. The length, width and depth of almost every bath 

can be altered to fit in with the planning considerations of individual bathroom designs: the 

right solution for all situations. Please contact BIS BIS to inquire into the possibilities.




